respectively. The inequalities in question furnish bounds for these polynomials and for their derivatives under proper conditions. Of particular interest are inequalities of the type of S. Bernstein's theorem, as discussed by the second author in a recent paper [7] (I).
The first part of the present paper deals with the two-dimensional and the second part with the three-dimensional case. Of fundamental importance throughout the paper is an interpolation formula which is stated and proved in §2 of Part I. In fact the results of Part I may be regarded as systematic applications of this formula. Several inequalities of this part are generalizations and refinements of earlier theorems. Most of the problems of the second part are new.
In an Appendix we consider a generalization of the main problem treated in Part II, and another problem which deals with ellipses and is only in loose relationship with the other topics considered in the present paper.
Part I. Two-dimensional harmonic polynomials
1. Definitions and notations 1 . We consider polynomials u(x, y) of degree n in the cartesian coordinates x, y satisfying Laplace's differential equation. Let n = \. Introducing polar coordinates r, <p we write w(x, y) = U(r, <p). The standard representation n (1) U(r, d>) = a0 + 2 yj rm(am cos mcj> + bm sin mcp)
is well known. For the sake of simplicity we assume (except in the Appendix, §2) that the am and bm are real, although many of the following results can be extended to harmonic polynomials with complex coefficients. The boundary function 7/(1, <p) = 77(<p) is the most general real trigonometric polynomial of degree n, n (1') 77(<p) = a0 + 2 (am cos m<b + bm sin mcb).
__ m=l
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The conjugate harmonic polynomial V(r, <f>) is unique except for an additive constant; we write n (2) V(r, <j>) = 2 rm( -bm cos m<b + am sin m<b). we refer to the corresponding trigonometric polynomials of degree n as those of the class Ln. Given the real numbers Xo, po, Xi, pi, ■ ■ • , X", p" with po=Pri = 0 and the trigonometric polynomial U(4>) of degree n, we have by using the notations (1'), (4), (5) (6) G = £ (-\)<>g{vir/n)U{vir/n).
in v=0
Special cases of (6) due to M. Riesz [2] and Szegö were discussed in [4] . These cases were used in the proof of S. Bernstein's theorem and the "gradient theorem"
(cf. §4) of Szegö, respectively. The interpolation formula of M. Riesz [2] is the special case corresponding to \m = cos ma, 0 = m^n, wm = sin ma, 0 = m~n -1; it is the following:
U(a) = 2b" sin na 
4-2 cos (« -l)(a -vv/n) 4-cos «(a -fir/«) } sin na 2J!z1
= 2&"sin«a4--22 (~ tVV(v*/n) cot (a/2 -vir/(2n)).
2« ,=o
We also note the formula for the corresponding harmonic polynomials (re- 2. From the formula of M. Riesz, (6) can easily be derived. A direct proof of (6) can be based on the well known remark that for any trigonometric polynomial f(<p) of degree 2« -1, (io) i 22/W«) = ^ r Md*.
(-1)" cos [(n -m)vr/n] = cos (mvir/n),
so making use of (5), the right-hand side of (6) is equal to J 2n-l n -22 22 2U(vir/n)(\m cos (mvir/n) + fim sin (mvir/n)).
2n "_o ™=o
On changing the order of summation and using (10) we find that this is equal to G. It has to be taken into account that 1 2n-l -22 X" cos (nvir/n)(2an cos (nvv/n) -\-2bn sin (nvw/n)) = 2\nan. 2n v_o 3. As a first consequence of this interpolation formula we prove This result was proved by Szegö in the less precise form that (13) follows if, in place of (12) and the condition that U(cb) belongs to Kn, we have g(<p) = Q and I U(4>) I = 1 for all real <p. The above generalization of the theorem was proved by S. Bernstein [l ] using the method of best approximation.
The present method is similar to Szegö's. 4. Inequality (13) is a simple consequence of the fundamental interpolation formula; for under the hypotheses of Theorem A,
2n "=o Now let g(kir/n)<0 for a special value of k. We construct a trigonometric polynomial of class K" for which G>X". The function /(<p) = (2»)_1 sin n<b cot (<p/2) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n vanishing at (p = vir/n, l = v = 2n -l, and equal to 1 at (p = 0. [This function serves as a basis for the interpolation formula of M. Riesz. See (7).] Then the trigonometric polynomial defined by 2n-l (15) 7/(</>) = E (~ !)'/(* -**» sgn »=0 belongs to K". But from (6) (16) G = ^ 2£ I fW») I > T E f(W») = X2n v=o 2n "=o But more than this is true. If g{kir/n)<0 for a special k, there is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n which is bounded by 1 for all real <j>, but for which G>X". To show this let e be a small positive number and let WMi = (1 -« -€3'2)(cos n<j> + tV(4>))
where U{(j>) is denned by (15). Suppose Ut(<j>) attains its maximum at <j>i, which of course must lie within a distance ir/(2n) of some point vir/n. Then eU'{<j>\) = n sin nfa, so, from the inequality (sin 8)/6^2/tt, 11 U'{<t>\) I = n I sin n(<t>i -vir/n) | ä (2n/ir) | <f>i -vt/h\ . Thus 4>i lies in fact within a distance Cie of some point vir/n, C\ independent of e. Then the mean value theorem furnishes I/.foi) -Ut{v*/n) = (1 -e -e3'2)(*i -vw/n){-n sin n8 + et/'(0)) where | 0 -t>ir/n\ £ \ <j>i -vw/n\ gcie. The last factor on the right will be less than en, Ci independent of e, so ! V,(<h) I < (1 -e -€3/2)(l + € + CiC2e2) < 1 for all small «. But
If all g(vw/n) are greater than zero the equality occurs in (14) if and only if ( -1)' U(vir/n) = y, 0 = v = 2n -1. Here y represents 4-1 or -1. In this case, however, the function yU(<p) -cos n<p vanishes at vir/n, Q = v = 2n-\, and so is identically equal to c sin n<p where c is a real constant. If (17) is not satisfied (that is, if for at least one value of v the sign < holds), then there is a member of L"for which G <0. 
If for all v, ( -l)"g(vir/n)>0, the equality occurs in (18) if and only if U(vTr/n)=0, 0^v^2n -l. But this implies that U(<p)=c sin n<p, c real. The more general assertion of the Remark to Theorem B is also clear.
6. Theorems A and B are "dual" theorems in the following sense. Let Xo, Po, Xi, pi, ■ • • , X", nn; po = Pn = 0; be given real numbers, and suppose that the function gi(<p) = 2TJm-o(X«-»n cos m<b -nn-m sin m<b) satisfies (12) . If |Xm', ßm } is a new sequence defined by Xm' =X"_m, pm' = -pn_m, the function g2(<p) =2yjm=o(^«-»> cos mcp-pn-m sin mcp) will satisfy (17). In fact it follows from (11) that g2(vir/n) = (-V)vgi(vw/n). Thus if the sequence {Xm, pm} is such that Theorem A is applicable to polynomials of the class Kn, the sequence {Xm', p.™ \ will be such that Theorem B will be applicable to polynomials of the class Ln. The converse is also true.
7. Finally we note some identities which will be useful in the later consid-
U(<p) sb c sin ncp, c real.
(1 -r2)(l -r" cos n<p) + 2r"+1 sin n<p sin <j> 1 -2r cos 4> + r2 for all v, so (25) becomes an equality for the narrower class of functions U(r, <p) = + rn cos n<b+crn sin n<p, c real. 3 . Inequality (25') is obtained from (25) in a familiar way. However the question of (25') becoming an equality requires special consideration.
Let the sign " = " hold in (25') for <p = 0, and let 5=4-1.
In virtue of the result on the conditions of equality in I we have 77(1, vir/n) =7 for v = 0, 2,4, • • • ,2n -2. Then the derivative of 7/(1, <p) with respect to <j> must vanish at the same points. Thus, if X is any real constant the function/(<p) = 7 77(1, <p) -cos n<p -X(l -cos «(p) will have n double zeros, mod 2tt. But choosingX = 7 77(1, 7r/(2«)) there will also be a zero at <p = ir/2n; that is,/((/>) will have 2w-f-l zeros, mod 27r, and so will vanish identically. This furnishes 7c7(l, <j>) =.X4~(1 -X) cos n<j>; in order that | 7/(1, cp) | gl be satisfied it is necessary that 0=\= 1; finally we substitute 1 -X for X. 4. The dual of I is II. Let Z7(r, <p) be a harmonic polynomial and let 77(1, <p) = 7/(<p) belong to the class Ln. Then for R>1 (27) I U(R, vir/n) I g R"U(R-\ vw/n), 0 = v = 2n -1. If 77(7?, <p) satisfies the conditions of V, then for R>1
(30) I 77(7?, <p) |^7?n, <p arbitrary real.
The second of these is already known [3 ] . In the second part of the present paper we deal with the space analogues of (29) and (30).
6. Here we insert a direct proof of ff' different from that given above or in [3] . ft is sufficient to prove (27') for the special case 0 = 0; also considering §{ U(r, <j>) + U(r, -<£)} instead of U(r, <t>) it suffices to prove (27') for the case in which 0 = 0 and U(r, <j>) contains only cosine terms, that is, for U(r,<t>) = an + 22T, amrm cos m<j>.
Finally we can assume U(r, <j>) >0 for Ogr < 1. Now U(r, 4>) is the real part of the polynomial F{z) = Fire*) = a0 + 2 E a»zm 5* 0, | z | < \,
is regular for \z\ <1. According to a familiar argument, p{z) has the constant modulus 1 for |z| =1, so I z»F(z-') I < F(z), |z|<l, unless p(z)=const.= +1. This inequality furnishes (27') by choosing z -R-1, R>1. The assumption p(z) = +1 implies a0 = + 2a", from which, since £7(1, <#>)=0, we concluded) that t/(l,0)=X(l±cos«0),X>O.
Returning again to the general case, the equality can hold in (27') at 0 = 0 only if
where 5(0) is a sine polynomial. This again implies Z7(l, 0) sX(l +cos «0).
7. An inequality of S. Bernstein states:
Let 77(<p) be a trigonometric polynomial of degree n satisfying | 77 ( In particular it follows from the gradient theorem that | 77r| gwand | U$\ -n. The last inequality is S. Bernstein's theorem. 2. Incidentally the conditions of equality for the generalized gradient theorem were not discussed in [4] . To obtain this theorem by the method of the present paper we first show that (34) I cos aUr(l, a/n) 4-sin aVr(\, a/n) -\-nan{\, a/n) \ = n for every real a. Now 7J(r, <p -ß), ß real, also satisfies the conditions of the generalized gradient theorem; so (34) will imply that I cos a77r(l, (p) 4-sin aVr(l, <j>) + nan(l, <p) | = n. Inequality (31) will be an immediate consequence of this, at least for r=l.
To prove (34) let
A little algebraic manipulation will show that |G| is equal to the left-hand side of (34), hence (34) is a consequence of Theorem A.
To discuss the conditions of equality note that g(vir/n) =0 if and only if v is odd or a-vw is of the form a -vw = 2kir where k is an integer not divisible by to. Consequently, if a/ir is not an integer (34) is an equality if and only if 77(1, vir/n)=y, y = +1, for all even v. If a/w is an integer the same is true unless a = 0 (mod 27r). In this exceptional case we see that the left-hand side of (34) is equal to I 77,.(1, a/n) 4-»<r"(l, a/n) \ = \ «77(1, a/n) \ and this is equal to w only at points where 77(1, a/n) = +1.
The same argument which was used in §3. According to the maximum principle, (35) can be an equality only if the corresponding equality is identically satisfied. In this case 77s(l, <p) 4-«cr7l(l, <p)
as + to for all real cp so + 77(1, <p) =1-X4-X cos n(<p-(p0).
3. In the further course of this paragraph we prove the following generalization of the gradient theorems.
III. Let U(r, <p) be a harmonic polynomial and let 77(1, </>)= U(<j>) belong to the class Kn. Then if p>q^0, p+q^2, and a is real,
The equality occurs if and only if 77(1, vir/n) =y, y= +1, either for all even v or for all odd v, the only exception being the case to = 2, p-f-g = 2, a/ir an integer. The equality occurs if and only if + £7(r, <j>) =X + (1 -X)r" cos «(</> -<p0), X and <po real, OgXg 1, the only exception being the case re = 2, p-f-g = 2(4).
These results include the generalized gradient theorem as a limiting case.
For, let each side of (36) and (36') be divided by p -q and let p-»1, q-»1. We The inverse statement is also clear. Assuming 77(1, vK/n)-y for even v we choose 5= +1. Then (for «^3) g(vw/n) =0, v odd, so G = y\n holds. This means that the equality holds in (36) since I G I = I cos a{ U(p, a/n) -U(q, a/n)} + sin a{V(p, a/n) -V(q, a/n)} | + I p"U(p-\ a/n) -qnU(q~\ a/n) \ g X".
In case n=\, F(4>) = h(p -q)>0 so the same conditions of equality hold. This is true also for n = 2 since F(<b) =(p-%){ §(>+ §-2) +2 cos2 (0/2)}, the only exception being the case p-\-q = 2 when at the same time a is an integral multiple of it. [For the calculation of g(vir/2) we need only F(\(a -vir)), which is 0 only if p-\-q = 2 and (a -vir)/2 is an odd multiple of it. ]
Regarding the special case p>l, q=l, see the joint paper of Rogosinski and Szegö in Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 28 (1928), pp. 73-94, in particular p. 81, (39).
6. The dual of III is:
IV. Let U(r, <p) be a harmonic polynomial and let 77(1, </>)= U(<b) belong to the class Ln. Then if p>q<^0, p+q^2,
The equality occurs if and only if 77(1, v-ir/n) vanishes either for all even v or for all odd v, the only exception being the case n = 2, p+q = 2, ct/ir an integer.
From this follows:
IV. Let U(r, <p) be a harmonic polynomial of degree n satisfying (7 (1, <j> The equality occurs if and only if U(r, cb) =X {1-f-r" cos n(cj> -<bo)}, X and <po real, X2:0, the only exception being the case n = 2, p-\-q -2.
To prove IV we set XOT = (pn~m -qn~m) cos (ma/n) + 8(pm -qm) cos (a -ma/n),
where as before, 5 = +1. In virtue of the remark of §2.6, it is only necessary to compute the corresponding quantity G, that is, Finally we observe that from the fact that (37) is non-negative the following refinement of a theorem of Rogosinski-Szegö follows, cf. loc. cit., p. 77, In these and the following expressions the summation extends over the range 0gi<gn,0g/iS«.
(6) This is not an essential restriction.
The quadratic form with coefficients | f -ju| was studied by Szegö [6] . He showed that the second sum in (46) holds; here P"(x) is the nth polynomial of Legendre in the customary notation. 1. As already mentioned, our main task in Part II is to prove the threedimensional analogue of inequality (30) of Part I, that is:
Let u(x, y, z) be an arbitrary harmonic polynomial of degree n satisfying the condition (2) I U(x, y, s) I ä 1, x2 + y2 + z2 g 1. It is easy to show ( §7) that for R> 1
as »->«>, so the result is slightly different in character from the corresponding result in the two-dimensional case in which the maximum in question is precisely Rn. The proof of the Theorem mentioned requires a rather elaborate apparatus, in particular a discussion of the trigonometric polynomials n-l (7) cn(R) + 2 X Cn-m(R) cos md + c0(R) cos nd. M 1 This discussion is made possible by the following remarkable representation of cn(R):
We prove (8) by function-theoretic considerations applied to the "generating function" of the sequence {cn(R)}.
2. In order to prove (3), say for 0 = 0, we might try to use an argument similar to that in §4.10 of Part I. Since U(R,9,4) = 2J-:-1-> ,
it would suffice to show that all the expressions in the braces { } assume their maximum value if 77(1, 9, <b) =cos nd. This is indeed the case for m = 0, and, according to a recent result of Szegö [7] , also for m = l. In §6 of Part II we shall prove this for m = 2; however the proof (or refutation) of the general assertion seems to be difficult.
. The theorem of Szegö just referred to states even more generally that under condition (2) the directional derivatives \du/dl\ where (x2-\-y2-\-z2y12 = r=l and / is an arbitrary direction, assume their maximum value only for functions with boundary values of the form + cos ny. [This is of course equivalent to an estimate of | grad u\.] More generally, we might ask for the maximum of
where h, h, ■ ■ ■ , lm denote arbitrary directions. The former problem is a special case corresponding to coinciding directions h, h, ■ ■ ■ , lm-
Preliminaries
1. Considering the set of harmonic polynomials of degree n which satisfy condition (2), we see that the maximum of |m| at an exterior point (x, y, z) is the same at all points on a sphere with center at the origin. Therefore we assume that x=y = 0, z = R. Also, by taking the mean-value (27t)"1 f_U{r, 0, <b)dcp, we see that the maximum remains the same by restricting the set in question to the polynomials u(x, y, z) = U(r, 6, <p) independent of <p. This leads to the following equivalent formulation of the problem:
Let u(6) be a cosine polynomial of degree n, 
The determination of the multi-valued functions involved in this formula is evident:
for small positive z we take {(R -z)(l -Rz) }3/2>0, z1/2>0, {z(R-z)/(l -Rz)} 1/2>0, and the branch of arc tan co which vanishes at w = 0.
The starting point of the proof is definition (12) of cn(R). We make use of Legendre functions of the second kind (cf. Szegö [7, p. 58]). The function G(R; z)=G(z) defined by (14') and (23) is regular except perhaps at the points -I, 0, R~\ 1, R, oo.
We intend to discuss the behavior of G(z) near these points; also, we wish to calculate the limits of G(z) on the "upper" and "lower" border of the real segments [ -=o , -1 ] and [J?-1, 1 ].
1. -oo <z<-1. First, for -1 <z<0 we have
, and the log is real. This easily furnishes, for -°o <z < -1,
where the signs 4-and -refer to the upper and lower border, respectively. where the integration curve consists of the following parts: (a) a "large" circle |z| = P, |arcz| gw -e, e-»4-0; (b) the segment [ -P, -1 ] described twice, the upper border in the increasing, the lower in the decreasing way;
(c) the segment [2?_!, 1 ] described twice, the upper border in the increasing, the lower in the decreasing way; (d) a "small" circle around z = R described in the negative sense. The circle in (d) furnishes the negative residue corresponding to z = R. i(*2-1) f
The contribution of [£"*, l] is, according to (25),
These integrals are convergent. Around z = R, the function G(z) is single valued, and from (26) we find
where the terms not written out are regular at z = R. Thus the contribution of (d) is -%R(R~n -Rn)R-' = %(Rn -RT»).
Recapitulating, we obtain the important result (30) cn(R) = R»+ f p(R; t)(R" -t")dt,
Formula (30) is trivial for « = 0. We note that (except / = 0) sgn p(R; t) = sgn (/2-l).
5. Solution of the maximum problem 1 . Returning again to the maximum problem formulated in §1 of this part, we start with the remark that, as a generalization of (12), (38) -+ P(R;t)\l--}dt>0. 6 J_i I i?2-l 2?" + 1 (t+1)2)
To prove (38) we divide the integrand into two parts, and estimate them separately. This expression changes its sign at 6 = vir/n, lgvgn. 7. Since Cvn>0, Ogvgn, the equality sign in our main inequalities holds only for the special harmonic functions pointed out in the theorems of Part I. In order to discuss the conditions of equality in (3) we take into account the preliminary remarks of §1. Then we see that for x = y = 0, z = R the equality holds only if (2x)-1/l,77(l, d, <p)d<b= +cos nd. Since | 771 g 1 we conclude (cf.
[7, p. 58]) that 77(1, 6, <p)=+cos nd.
6. Discussion of c"'(1) and c"" (1)
1. According to the results of the previous section, we have for \gvgn C"(72)>0, 22>1; C,"(l)=0;so £"'(1) =0-that is, Xi1'%-"!^2i"!»1'!, which furnishes (6).
Formula (6) also follows directly from (3). 
